
INSTRUCCIONES: 

LOS NÚMEROS DEL 1 AL 26 SE CORRESPONDEN CON LAS 
DIAPOSITIVAS QUE ACOMPAÑAN AL TEXTO QUE SIGUE. NO HAY QUE 
LEER ESOS TÍTULOS OK???

1:Monfragüe National Park (diapositiva 1)

Hi, Good Morning everybody....My name is......and My name is......We are 
going to introduce you to Monfragüe Natural Park.....This park is special 
in many ways. First,  because its impressive bird population, second 
because its special situation which has preserved its natural balance and 
finally because it shows how men and nature can live together and 
benefit form each other. 

2:  Pon el Mapa con los parques naturales de España (diapositiva 2)

 Monfragüe is a County of Extremadura, western Spain , which 
contains the most recently designated of the country´s fourteen 
National Parks. In the map you can see that its on the west side of Spain 
only 50 kms from Portugal.

3: Pon la Piedra de entrada a Monfragüe (diapositiva 3)

     The difference between natural parks and national parks is that a 
natural park has less protection. In 1979 Monfragüe was declared 
Natural Park but i wasn’t until 2007 that it became NATIONAL PARK and 
RESERVE. However the UNESCO delared the park Biosphere Reserve in 
2003 

4: Pon el  Paisaje general de Monfragüe (diapo 4)

 This park is roughly of the province of Cáceres, at the confluence 
of the rivers Tajo, which is the longest of the Iberic Peninsula and river 
Tiétar. 

5: Pon el  salto del gitano (diapo 5) etc....

The park includes a long mountainous ridge with rocky cliffs, which the 
river has cut through, creating an impressive rock face where a huge 
number of birds breed.  The name of the river Tajo means DEEP CUT 
and in the pictures you imagine how deed the river goes.



6: castillo de monfragüe y pinturas rupestres

On the eastern side it is the Castle of Monfragüe. There are over 140 
sites of prehistoric interest within the park, including cave paintings 
dating from 4000BC. 

7: el puente cardenal y pastores

 The Cardenal bridge was built as a crossing for the Tajo river for 
sheperds moving their cattle and sheep to the higher ground for 
summer grazing, and also to open up a shorter route for travellers on 
the route to the northern point in Extremadura and beyond. Built in 
1450it still stands today, though can only be seen in summer when the 
low river levels expose the exquisite architercture.

8:villareal de san carlos

 There is only one village in the park, Villareal de San Carlos, with 
28 inhabitants. The surrounding area of the park, a total of 120000 
hectares, are protected by the Natura 2000 network as a Special 
Protection area.

9: Mapa de las dehesas alrededor de Monfragüe

As you can see in the map, this space of large dehesa areas that extend 
to the north and south of the National Park, gives the area its value, 
providing an abundant food supply for Monfragüe's most valuable birds. 

10:Climate (4 fotos, del clima)

 The Mediterranean climate is semi-arid, with warm and cool 
winters, rainy springs and autumns, and strong summer with high 
temperatures and  no rainfall. The landscape changes dramatically from 
season to season, form the yellow summer, to a red autumn, brown 
winters and multi coloured springs.

11:Soil (4 fotos del suelo)

 Monfrague soils consist mainly of siliceous brownish ground, 
generally little developed, shallow and characterized by poverty and 
fragility.

12:Flora

 Flora is divided into two main type of fields. 



13: mediterranean forest y dehesa

First, the Mediterranean Forest, which is wild and hasn’t been 
transformed by humans. Second, we can find a special type of pasture 
called DEHESA, which isn’t 100 % wild and it has been transformed by 
man to allow different types of cattle. The Dehesa in Extremadura is an 
example of sustainability in which humans and nature has maintained a 
balanced for hundred of years. 

In both type of fields we find the same Flora, but not in the same 
quantity. 

There are three types of Quercus, 

14: Quercus (mirar pantalla)

A type of Oak called Encina in Spanish, 

the Cork which maintain an important industry in the region , 

and the Gall. 

There are more different mediterranean forest plants in the area. Some 
of the common, some other very rare. 

15: mediterranean forest plants (mirar pantalla)

We can also find scrubs with rockrose, heather and 

strawberry trees.  In the most rocky areas there are juniper plants and 
“cornicabras”.  

Near the riverbanks we find areas with alder and hackberry. In warmer 
areas there are plenty of wild olives. In the bushwood shrub species 
appear as white broom, daphne, broom, mastic or labiérnago. 

Among the herbaceous there are many legumes, grasses. 



on the slopes we can find mastic, laurustinus, majuelas, but them mos 
common plant is the Rock Rose with its beautiful flowers and siticky 
leaves.

Pay attention if you see a rockrose with pink flowers because near it you 
may find wild ochydeas.

16: orquidea salvaje

In conclusion

17: Fauna

 Birds are the most characteristic species of this place, particularly 
birds of prey. 

18: birds

 Perhaps the most characteristic species is the Eurasian Black 
Vulture, with a maximum of 339 pairs. 

There are 12 established pairs of Spanish Imperial Eagle, with some 
recently settled near to the best viewpoints. 

There are more than 30 pairs of Egyptian Vulture and close to this 
number of Black Stork. 

19 birds 2

The most visible bird of prey is, undoubtedly, the Griffon Vulture, of 
which there are almost 800 pairs. There are small numbers of Golden 
Eagle (6-7 pairs), Bonelli’s Eagle (also 6-7 pairs) and Peregrine Falcon 
(3-4 pairs). 

There aren’t any precise figures for other birds of prey, but several 
dozen pairs of Eagle Owl, Red Kite, Common Buzzard can be seen in 
Monfragüe, above all in the dehesa in the area. The Black Kite is a lot 
more common, with 150-200 pairs.



20: rocky habitat birds

 Apart from birds of prey, other birds of interest are those of rocky 
habitats, such as White-rumped Swift, Red-billed Chough, Black 
Wheatear, Blue Rock Thrush, Rock Sparrow, Red-rumped Swallow and 
Black Redstart. 

21: forest birds and open field birds

The forest birds are less special, as most of them are common all over 
Extremadura, however, they include Western Orphean Warbler, Lesser 
Spotted Woodpecker, Iberian Chiffchaff, Hawfinch and Eurasian 
Bullfinch. Some birds of open and steppe environments are more 
important, easy to see in treeless areas of the park where the 
eucalyptuses are being eliminated. These are Black-eared Wheatear, 
Thekla Lark and Spectacled, Dartford, Subalpine and Sardinian Warblers. 

22: other animals in the park

 As well as the birds you can see other animals in Monfragüe, such 
as Red Deer, Roe Deer, Fallow Deer, Wild Boar, Wildcat, Otter, Genet, 
Polecat, Beech Marten, Red fox, Badger, 15 species of bats. On the other 
hand, there have not been any reliable sightings of the emblematic 
Iberian Lynx recently. 

23: reptile and fish

 Nine species of reptile occur, including nine snakes, and various 
amphibians like Iberian Newt, Natterjack Toad, Salamander or Frog.  
Some species of fishes live in rivers or gorges like barbel, Iberian nase, 
pike, catfish or black bass.

24: Other activities around the park





 Agriculture: This area is of special importance economically due to 
the production of cork of cork oak, charcoal. The industry of Wine, Iberic 
Pork, Cheese and Olive oil also benefits form the Park.

  Cattle raising: mainly sheeps and goats. But you can find cows and 
pigs as well. They still live in a traditional way. They don’t live in farms, 
they are outside and they take food from pastures and tree fruits rather 
than artificIal food.Because of the transhumance system, in which cattle 
are transported from the pasture in the mountains to the low grasslands 
in autumn and back to the mountains in late spring, exhaustion of the 
steppes and dehesas is prevented. Nowadays the cattle are transported 
by cattle-trucks or trains, but fortunately there are still groups that 
support the reinstatement of the old system of transhumance. 

 Hunting and fishing: It is forbidden in the Park. Out of the SPA you 
can fish but you must give back into the water. There are many private 
properties around the Park and you can practice big and small game 
hunt.

25 :OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

   Visitors have the possibility to practising all kind on outdoor activities 
like mountain biking, running, hiking, horse riding or canoening 
(kanuin) around the park. there are 4 different routes wchich are marked 
and sing posted following different colours.

   Apart from sports and birdspotting, Astronomy is attracting visitors to 
the park. At nigh the quality of the sky in the park is very high and it  is 
easy for visitors to spot stars and constellations.

26: DIAPOSITIVA FINAL

CONCLUSION

As you have seen Monfragüe National Park is a very special place. its 
combination of ancient traditions, isolation and high protection makes it 
the perfect place to meet nature as it was thousand of years ago.



So that was our presentation. Thanks a lot for your kind attention and 
we hope to see you soon in Extremadura.


